
deimos

features

Are you an adventurous gamer who knows no compromise? 

Deimos gaming mouse  by Canyon is the best option for those who 

love stylish design and dynamic exciting games. This mouse is 

equipped with everything you need for a comfortable win in any 

game: the new generation optical sensor Sunplus, four DPI levels 

and 7 programmable buttons.

Sharp optical Sunplus sensor (800-4800 DPI;
response rate: 500/1000 Hz; 6000 FPS)    

On-the-fly DPI switching

7 programmable buttons

Braided USB  cable with a ferrite ring to protect from signal loss 

Canyon Twin Surface coating technology

Extra weight for better control

Awesome LED lighting

Onboard memory profiles

Optimum grip
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DEIMOS

Braided cable with
ferrite filter
Suppress noise and provides a clear
stable connection between the mouse
and your computer.

7 programmable buttons

Beat your opponents by assigning macros and
programming the mouse according to the game 
requirements.

Customization software

Absolutely unlimited opportunities for personal settings
for a game of any genre. Full customization of the

mouse allows you to create a player profile, assign
macros, change button assignments, response rate,

DPI, and the backlight color! The interface of the
mouse driver is localized for many languages.

ONBOARD MEMORY PROFILES

Deimos mouse has a built-in memory module, which
can store all your custom settings as a player profile.
An unlimited number of such profiles can be saved in
a separate file which can be easily transferred to
any computer!

SUNPLUS SHARP OPTICAL SENSOR

Be the first in the game: quickly respond to events of your game while
playing on large screens or multiple monitors! With the new genera-
tion Sunplus Sensor, you can instantly switch between 800, 1600, 
2400, 4800 DPI resolution levels. It also allows the driver to
select any personal DPI value.

Awesome lighting

Stylish LED lighting on the sides and on the
top panel of the mouse makes it visible in
the dark and also gives an impressive look.

Canyon Twin Surface
coating technology 

Due to the double rubberized coating used in
Canyon Twin Surface technology, this mouse
is protected from scratches and damages.


